Recovery from Low Back Injury: The Key Role of Rehabilitation

By Craig Liebenson, DC

Spine injury prevention and recovery depend on a number of factors, such as avoiding repetitive motion, end-range loading and early-morning spinal stress. Patient education includes neutral posture advice during activities of daily living (ADL), limbering exercises to improve tissue viscoelasticity, and simple exercises to train endurance of muscles capable of providing 360 degrees (anterior, lateral and posterior) of support.

How Does Low Back Injury Occur?

Injury occurs when external load exceeds the failure tolerance or strength of the tissue. In particular, low back injury has been shown to result from repetitive motion at end-range. According to McGill, it is usually a result of "a history of excessive loading which gradually but progressively reduces the tissue failure tolerance" (McGill 1998).

Disc injury has been shown to be related to three factors: first, full end-range flexion in younger spines (due to higher water content) (Adams, Hutton 1982; Adams, Hutton 1985; Adams, Muir 1976); second: repetitive end-range flexion loading motion in excess of 20-30,000 cycles (King 1993; Gordon et al., 1991); and third, epidemiological association between disc herniation and sedentary sitting occupations (Videman et al., 1990).

Certain times of day are the most vulnerable for the back. Disc bending stresses are increased by 300% and ligaments by 80% in the early morning (Adams MA et al., 1987). McGill has reported that after just three minutes of full flexion, subjects lost half of their stiffness (McGill, 1989).

How Does the Body Resist Injury?

Support and stability to the low back arise from muscles. Surprisingly, the one muscle that is highly active during flexion, extension and lateral bending tasks is the quadratus lumborum (McGill, 1996). Its architecture is ideally suited to be a stabilizer since it attaches each transverse process to the more right pelvis and rib cage, facilitating a bilateral buttressing effect for the vertebrae (McGill, 2000).
Interestingly, it is not strength but coordination between agonist and synergist muscles which plays a pivotal role in resisting injury. Sparto et al., report that spinal loading forces increased during a fatiguing isometric trunk extension effort without a loss of torque output (Sparto, 1997). Torque output remained constant because as the erector spinae fatigued, substitution by secondary extensors such as the internal oblique and latissimus dorsi muscles occurred.

Agonist-antagonist muscle coactiva-tion is an important mechanism in preventing spine injury. Cholewicki et al., examined the theory that antagonistic trunk muscle coactivation is necessary to provide mechanical stability to the lumbar spine around a neutral posture (Cholewicki, 1997). The authors found that antagonistic muscle coactivation increased in response to increased axial load on the spine.

**Correlation of Motor Control Dysfunction with Low Back Problems**

Altered activation sequences and ratios between synergist muscles has been correlated with lower back pain (LBP). A decreased activation of the transverse abdominus/oblique abdo-minals relative to the rectus abdominus was correlated with LBP (O’Sullivan P et al., 1997). Control subjects were able to preferentially activate the internal oblique and transverse abdominus without significant rectus abdominus activation, whereas LBP patients could not do this.

Hodges and Richardson showed that delayed activation of transverse abdominus during arm movements distinguishes LBP patients from normals (Hodges, Richardson 1996).

Decreased endurance of the trunk extensors has not only been shown to correlate with pain, but to predict recurrences and first time onset in healthy individuals (Biering-Sorensen F 1984; Luoto et al. 1995). The multifidus in the low back has been shown to be atrophied in patients with acute low back pain (Hides et al., 1993). Recovery from acute pain did not automatically result in restoration of the normal girth of the muscle (Hides et al., 1996). However, spinal stabilization exercises successfully did rebuild the muscle’s size and resulted in reduced recurrence rates in the future.

**Injury Prevention Advice**

Tissue conditioning must occur as exposure to load increases. If rest time is inadequate, training is absent, or forces are excessive, then injury will eventually result. Too little or infrequent exposure to external load and conditioning never raises the tissue failure tolerance. In other words too much, frequent or prolonged exposure, and adaptation can’t keep pace.
Knowledge of when an injury is most likely to occur can also influence what we do. Early morning or after prolonged sitting are particularly vulnerable times. Reilly et al. (Reilly et al., 1984) showed that 54% of the loss of disc height (water content) occurs in the first 30 minutes after arising. Disc bending stresses are increased significantly in the morning (Adams, et al. 1987). After even a brief period of sitting or stooping, end-range protective joint stiffness is compromised (McGill, 1999). Even after 30 minutes of rest, residual joint laxity persisted! Therefore, avoidance of high-risk activities early in the morning or after sitting or stooping in full flexion is crucial to injury or reinjury prevention.

Suggestions to teach workers to lift with their knees, not their backs, are overly simplistic. Most workers have learned various techniques to avoid injury which are inconsistent with this advice. Better advice is consistent with the following principles: Avoid end-range motion. Rotate jobs to vary loads. Allow frequent rest breaks. Keep loads close to the spine (McGill, Norman, 1993).

Rehabilitative Exercises

Axler and McGill have demonstrated that muscle output and spinal load can be measured for a variety of exercises (Axler, McGill, 1997). Muscle output is determined as a percentage of maximum voluntary contraction ability (MVC) and spinal load as a measure of spinal compression and shear forces. Ideal exercises have a high ratio of muscle challenge to spinal load. Such analysis gives surprising data about common exercises which are prescribed for low back pain. For instance, spinal load is not different during situps with knees bent or straight. In either case, the load is over 3000N and therefore should not be prescribed in the low back recovering population (Axler, McGill 1997; McGill, 1995).

Safe back principles have emerged from rigorous analysis of biomechanical and kinesiological aspects of spinal function (McGill, 1998b; Liebenson, 1999). By emphasizing endurance training of key spinal stabilizers, positive outcomes have been achieved (Hides et al., 1996; Timm et al., 1994; O’Sullivan et al., 1997b). These principles can be summarized into a user-friendly approach which will enhance clinical application and patient compliance (See Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I: Safe Back Exercise Menu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. limbering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. kinaesthetic awareness of "neutral posture"

3. the big three:
   • anterior
   • lateral
   • posterior

4. flexibility for peripheral joints:
   • ankle
   • knee
   • hip

5. cardiovascular fitness

Patients begin with a simple warmup involving the cat/camel exercise on all fours. This should be performed first thing in the morning and then prior to endurance training exercises. Between 8-10 repetitions are all that are needed. Think of the cat/camel as a limbering, rather than stretching, movement.

After performing the cat/camel, the patient is ready for simple exercises to improve the endurance of the abdominal and back muscles. Incorporated into each exercises should be a motor control component teaching "neutral spine" kinaesthetic awareness. The main emphasis of rehabilitative exercise is to train "inner range" endurance. This requires kinaesthetic awareness of "neutral spine" postures and regular sustained training of this motor control against a variety of challenges. Multiple reps of 5-6 second holds should be performed on a daily basis. According to Manniche et al., up to three months may be required to achieve a long-lasting beneficial effect (Manniche et al., 1991).

The back muscles can be tested in the modified Sorensen position. Normative data has been established (Alaranta, 1994). They can be trained with the quadruped single leg raise (see Figure 1). Always ask the patient to draw their navel in toward their back to coactivate the deep spinal stabilizers. This can progress to
quadruped opposite arm and leg raises and the superman exercise on the gym ball.

The side muscles (quadratus lumborum and internal oblique abdominals) can be trained in the side bridge position. They can be tested utilizing a side bridge. Normative data has been established (McGill et al., 1999b). The normal ratio of static back extensor endurance (Sorensen test) to side bridge endurance is .73.

Training starts with the side bridge supported on forearm, knees and ankles (see Figure 2). The next progression is with legs straight using only the lower arm and ankles for support. A final progression is to perform the horizontal bridge on ankles and, without lowering the body, roll on to the other forearm. This adds a motor control or balance element to the exercise. Remember: each side bridge exercise can be intensified by tightening the abdominals by drawing the navel in toward the back.

The abdominals can be tested for endurance in a variety of ways (Alaranta, 1994; McIntosh et al., 1998; McGill, Liebenson, 1999). They can be trained with trunk curl-ups or "dead bug" exercises. Progressions can include adding twists and/or using the gym ball (see Figure 3). The gym ball, because of its labile nature, results in greater activation of the transverse abdominus and oblique abdominal muscles.

Always remember to instruct your patient if they experience discomfort. The cat/camel exercise is their "first aid" exercise. A little bit of discomfort with the other exercises is all right, as hurt does not necessarily equal harm. The road to recovery is through activity. Patients are educated that if their back gives them trouble, it is a sign that it is not strong or supple enough to do the work required. The cat/camel and other exercises shown here are safe for the back and will help recondition the "weak link."
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